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1. Preliminary Remarks
In the aftermath of the Second World War, Europe witnessed the establishment
in many countries of so-called centralized systems of judicial review, which vested the
power to review the constitutionality of norms in a single Court. Italy did not represent
an exception, even if the members of the Constituent Assembly designed for Italy a
model of judicial review which had no precedents at the time, and that can be defined as
a compromise between the centralized and the decentralized system of judicial review2.
The Italian Constitutional Court3 was established by the 1948 Constitution. Arts.
134-137 of the Italian Constitution provide for the basic structure, functions and
features of the Court. According to Art. 135, the Corte Costituzionale is composed by
fifteen judges equally appointed by the Parliament in joint session, the President of the
Republic and the Supreme ordinary and administrative Courts (the Court of Cassation,
the Council of State, and the Court of Accounts). Art. 137 Const. makes explicit
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reference to subsequent constitutional laws for the implementation of the constitutional
provisions, especially with regard to “conditions, forms, terms for proposing judgments
on constitutional legitimacy”4.
Indeed, despite the Constitutional Court was established directly by the Italian
Constitution, it became operative only eight years later, in 1956, after the approval of
the required implementing laws in 1948 and 19535. After the enactment of the
Constitution and before the establishment of the Constitutional Court (1948-1956), Italy
briefly experimented with a decentralized system of judicial review: ordinary courts
could refuse to apply those laws they deemed unconstitutional6.
According to the Constitution (Art. 134), the Court judges on conflicts of
competence between State authorities, between the State and the Regions and between
Regions7, it also judges over allegations against the President of the Republic, on the
admissibility of abrogative referenda and on the constitutional legitimacy of laws and
acts with the force of law adopted by the State and the Regions.

2. Judicial review of Legislation: objects and ways of access to the Constitutional
Court.
Among those listed in the foregoing, the first area of jurisdiction is by far the
most important. Constitutional issues regarding laws are mostly referred to the Court by
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ordinary civil, criminal and administrative courts which should have applied those very
laws in order to adjudicate the case before them.
The term “law” is used to address a category broader than that of laws in a
formal sense, that is, voted by Parliament and promulgated by the President of the
Republic. As expressly stated in the Constitution, also Regional Laws are subject to
judicial scrutiny by the Constitutional Court. Sources of law which find themselves in a
lower position than Statutes in the hierarchy of norms (e.g. secondary sources like
regulations, or norms holding an even lower level in the hierarchy of sources, e.g.
customs and usages), according to Art. 134 Const. are not reviewable for
constitutionality by the Constitutional Court.
Acts with the force of law are, for example, those issued by the Government
either on the basis of delegation by Parliament or on its own initiative in extraordinary
cases of urgency and necessity according to the guidelines established by the
Constitution under, respectively, Arts. 76 and 77 Const.
The basic option made by the Constituents in 1947 in favor of the adoption of a
centralized system of judicial review, vesting the power to decide questions of
constitutionality of laws with one single specialized Court, was eventually tempered
introducing in the system some elements taken from the decentralized or American
one8, basically allowing every ordinary and administrative judge to raise a question of
constitutional validity of the norms that it had to apply to the case before it.
Indeed, issues related to the constitutionality of legislation can be raised and
lodged with the Court in two ways: through incidental action or, at the opposite, direct
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action, giving rise, respectively to an “incidenter” or “principaliter” review9. For the
purposes of the present study – addressing mainly the relationship between ordinary
judges and the Constitutional Court – the following paragraphs will focus mostly on the
incidental system of judicial review, only addressing the “review “principaliter” when
necessary in order to provide a full account of the structure of judicial review in Italy.

3. Incidental System of Judicial Review (review “incidenter”)
In a centralized system of judicial review ordinary judges (civil, criminal, and
administrative) are forbidden to review the constitutionality of legislation. This function
is reserved exclusively to the Constitutional Court. However, since the Italian
Constitutional Court began its activity, all ordinary judges, even the lower ones, has not
been passively bound to apply any law they considered unconstitutional. Rather, they
have exercised the power and the duty to place issues of constitutionality before the
Constitutional Court so as to obtain a binding decision from that body. Issues arising in
the course of civil, criminal, or administrative proceedings, may be lodged with the
Court upon petition of either party or on the ad hoc judge’s own initiative (so called
“incidenter” review). If the court, either ordinary or administrative, grants the request or
on its own initiative finds that an issue of constitutional legality of a law is present, it
puts the trial on a stay and through an order (ordinanza di rimessione) sends the records
to the Court. The ad hoc trial will be suspended until the Constitutional Court will have
decided the issue of constitutionality, preliminary to the adjudication of the concrete
case. In order to do so, the ad hoc judge must deem (and prove) the issue of
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constitutionality “not manifestly unfounded” and the challenged law “relevant” in order
to issue a decision.10
Indeed, these are the two main conditions that must be satisfied in order for the a
quo judge to apply to the Constitutional Court. In order for the issue before the ordinary
court to be “relevant” to the case, the ad hoc judge must show that the lawsuit cannot be
adjudicated without the application of the challenged law. Moreover, upon summary
examination, the issue on the constitutionality of the provision(s) must prove to be “not
manifestly unfounded”; this last examination is also called “prima facie foundation”
and this determination is not appealable, though it may be raised again when the case
will be filed with the a court of later instance. At this stage, the a quo judge is
competent to decide the existence of both conditions.
If the Constitutional Court agrees that that the challenge is relevant to the
litigation and not manifestly unfounded, it is obliged to rule upon the constitutionality
of the challenged law.
With regard to the cases submitted by the ad hoc judge, the Constitutional Court
does not decides the merit of the dispute, but, by way of difference, decides on the
compatibility of the law with the Constitution. The Constitutional Court cannot
therefore decide the other factual and legal issues of the case, which will have to be
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decided in the proceedings stayed pending the decision on the constitutional question.
Decisions of the Constitutional Court, according to Art. 137 Const. are final.
The Italian incidental system of judicial review is also defined as “concrete”
because it occurs in the course of ordinary litigation, when the challenged law has been
already approved and has to be applied to a case, even if the constitutionality can not be
assessed by ordinary judges11. The opposite system is usually referred to as “abstract,”
and occurs outside of a case or controversy, that is, either before the law is passed by
the Parliament or when certain political organs have the right to bring a direct action,
independent of any concrete case, by instituting an ad hoc proceeding before the
Constitutional Court12.

4. The evolution in the typology of Court’s decisions: from a rigid dichotomy to the
development of more sophisticated interpretive tools
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With respect to judicial review, Art. 136 of the Italian Constitution provides the
Constitutional Court with only one power: to declare null and void unconstitutional
laws13. These decisions are known as “sentenze di accoglimento” or decisions that
“accept” a constitutional challenge. Only these judgments that strike down a law are
technically binding because article 136 of the Italian Constitution provides only for
declarations of unconstitutionality. Once the Constitutional Court issues its decision, the
proceedings resume in the lower court. If the Constitutional Court has struck down the
law, the ordinary judge will have to take its decision without reference to the law
declared void.
By way of contrast, when the Constitutional Court declines to strike down a law,
its decision lack formal binding authority, because neither the text of the Constitution
nor the implementing legislation mentions any certification of constitutionality. The
judgments refusing to annul a statute, known as “sentenze di rigetto” because they reject
a challenge to the law, only have the consequence of obliging the ad hoc judge to apply
the challenged statute in the case before the court.
The distinction between binding and not binding decisions is of particular
relevance especially considering that lower courts, in subsequent cases, should be
allowed to ask again to the Constitutional Court to decide on the constitutionality of a
law that it declined to strike down in previous challenges.
Especially with regard to the relationship between the Constitutional Court and
ordinary judges, it is interesting, for the purposes of the present contribution, to
underline the developments which have taken place in the past decades with regard to
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the typology of the Court’s decisions14. Indeed, the Constitutional Court of Italy soon
found that the strict dichotomy between constitutional and unconstitutional laws,
designed by the 1948 Constitution, was not taking into account the possibility to
interpret a law in different ways, only some of whom inconsistent with the Constitution
itself. In all those cases, a declaration of unconstitutionality, also in light of the lateness
of the legislator in responding to Court’s decisions and admonitions, would have left a
void in an area of activity which was previously disciplined (even though by an
unconstitutional law). The Court, therefore, developed – in the silence of the text of the
Constitution and through its own case law – a new typology of decisions: the so called
“sentenze

interpretative”

(interpretive

decisions).

With

those

decisions,

the

Constitutional Court initially explicitly endorsed one – among the several available –
interpretation of a challenged law (or of the single provisions challenged) which it
deemed to be consistent with the Constitution (“sentenze interpretative di rigetto”,
interpretive decisions in which the question of constitutionality is rejected, and the
Court points out to the ordinary judge the only interpretation consistent with the
Constitution). The interpretation offered by the Court in these decisions, however, had
no erga omnes effects: indeed, it was legally binding only for the ad hoc judge and,
technically, had only persuasive authority with regard to all the others. In light of the
many cases in which other ordinary judges (different from the ad hoc judge) decided to
disregard the Constitutional Court’s interpretation, the Court developed a new type of
interpretive decisions, that is, the so called “sentenze interpretative di accoglimento”. In
those decisions the Court started to point out the only unconstitutional interpretation of
a law, leaving ordinary courts free to adopt all others possible meanings, except the one
addressed by the Court. The effects of those decisions were significantly different, since
this time the interpretation of the Court – at the same time providing for a declaration of
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unconstitutionality – had erga omnes effect and the meaning declared unconstitutional
by the Court could not have been adopted by ordinary courts any more. The challenged
law was kept in effect, but its unconstitutional interpretation could no longer be used by
the judges.
This was the beginning of a long path which would have eventually led the
Court to affirm the importance of a “constitutionally-oriented” or “constitutionally
adequate” interpretation of laws, even in cases in which this interpretation was
contrasting a consolidated jurisprudence issued by ordinary courts (Court of Cassation
included), that is, the so called “diritto vivente” (living law)15.

5. Latest development: towards a more decentralized system of judicial review?
Notwithstanding centralization of judicial review in one single Court, in recent
times, the Italian system of judicial review has witnessed a new phenomenon: Instead of
asking ordinary judges to just apply a principle developed by the Court itself, the Italian
Constitutional Court in several decisions has called upon the judges to directly address
the issue of constitutionality of laws and decide cases applying constitutional norms,
with the only limit of the impossibility for them to cease to apply laws even when those
are deemed unconstitutional: this latter task is left to the Constitutional Court. Indeed,
more and more often, the Constitutional Court decides to not endorse one of the several
possible interpretations of a challenged law, declaring instead the inadmissibility of the
question of constitutional legitimacy proposed by the ad hoc judge. While declaring the
inadmissibility, however, the Court asks at the same time to the ad hoc judge to put
forward a “constitutionally adequate” interpretation16. It is pretty clear then, that to the
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two elements that the ad hoc judge must verify in order for the case to be declared
admissible by the Constitutional Court (“relevance” of the challenged law and the fact
that the issue of constitutionality is “not manifestly unfounded”), de facto, the Court has
now added a new requirement: the ad hoc judge must now show that she tried to
perform a constitutionally adequate interpretation and that this interpretation was not
possible17.
It appears therefore clear that these latest developments are ever more assigning
greater importance to the – already relevant – role that ordinary judges play in the
process of constitutional adjudication. A role which increasingly resembles the one
played by ordinary judges in decentralized systems of judicial review and that would
have been unconceivable in the first years after the establishment of the system of
judicial review by the Italian Constitution; years indeed dominated by a distrust towards
ordinary judges, seen as conservative actors unwilling to implement the new
Constitution and, more generally speaking, traditionally unsuited for performing this
kind of functions18.
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and the whole system, so as to avoid the consequences of a declaration of constitutional illegitimacy [by
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interpretation.”
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As mentioned, the only limit that still applies to ordinary judges regards the
impossibility to directly cease to apply a law deemed unconstitutional without first
raising an issue of constitutionality of legislation before the Constitutional Court.
On a different note, and more specifically, with regard to some areas of activity
not yet regulated by specific legislation (it was the case for example of artificial
insemination, euthanasia etc.), the Constitutional Court has refused to declare
unconstitutional the gap and state a principle or a rule to be applied in the absence of
any other legislation (another tool the Constitutional Court had developed in its case
law, through the so called “sentenze additive di principio”). In those cases the Court has
invited ordinary judges to find the principle to be applied to the case directly in the text
of the Constitution, without referring to the Constitutional Court19.
Finally, in other circumstances, the Constitutional Court has declared
unconstitutional general laws because they could not be derogated by ordinary judges in
single cases, especially when a balancing between different constitutional interests was
needed in order to decide the case before the court20.

develops skills in technical rather than policy-oriented application of statutes. The exercise of judicial
review, however, is rather different from the usual judicial function of applying the law.”
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The current system of judicial review of legislation in Italy is therefore different
from the one originally conceived by the members of the Constituent Assembly in 1947,
even if it maintains its original basic structure. The shift from a centralized system of
judicial review, towards a more decentralized one – with the important limit underlined
in the foregoing – also brings with it an important consequence: the shift from a judicial
review of legislation based exclusively on decisions with erga omnes effects, to one
which increasingly relies on decision issued by ordinary judges with inter partes effects.
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